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Fabric Committee
The Fabric Committee has formal oversight of fabric issues and reports to the PCC via one of the 
churchwardens. The committee is chaired by D. Challinor, membership is M. Coope, M Richards, R Colin-
Stokes, J. Riches, C. M. Ringrose, I. Coleman. Any members of the Standing Committee may attend. The 
committee met on four occasions in the course of the year and also communicates as required by email.

Heating
A Faculty was granted to replace the heating system in the Church. Overall, the boilers have been relocated in 
the Vicar’s Vestry, the pipework has been replaced in its entirety (where possible with “finned” pipes), existing 
radiators were kept; with additional radiators added to the Chancel and the front of the North Aisle. The work 
was carried in two phases, the Chancel and centre aisle during October 2017, the rear, north and south aisles 
during January/February 2018. The final phase, to add two radiators to replace the electric heaters in the Loft 
will occur in May 2018. To date the new heating system has proved effective in keeping the Church warm and 
the improved control system will permit better maintenance of a more consistent temperature. This is important 
in terms of protecting the general fabric of the building.

With such a major undertaking, there is also a degree of “making good” required. To this end, the area where the
redundant hose reel was located, and the areas around the new chancel radiators have been replastered and 
painted. Some new pipework was also painted. Areas of the tiled floor and metal “grids” covering the trenches 
that contain pipework, disturbed during the installation of the new system, have been repaired.

The Vicar’s vestry remains to be completed and the Fabric Committee is in the process of obtaining estimates 
for the joinery required to return the Vestry to good order.



Minor Works
The first phase of minor works as listed in Appendix 1 were completed by Alliance Technical Services. In 
addition, all guttering and external pipework were repainted and the lightning conductor re-attached close to the
top of the spire. The weather vane had become loose and this has been “re-tightened” from within the spire.

Apex of South entrance porch
The apex stone itself was removed and the replacement was re-fitted. At the time of removal, it was noted that bottom 
part of the stone to the left needed attention and it was agreed to deal with this at the same time.  Many favourable 
comments were received on the improved aspect of the south porch and many thanks are due to the Scarecrow 
committee for their gift of funding in this respect.

Pew Cushions
Pew cushions are to be added to the pews in the centre, south aisle and choir stalls. Three estimates have been 
obtained and it is anticipated that the work will be completed during the summer. Noted, we will need to hang 
hassocks in centre area in the same way as they are in the south aisle area. 

Audio-visual system
The audio-visual system continues to provide an invaluable addition to our worship. A small (portable) screen 
and a remote control device have been added to allow people to view and operate screen changes from the front 
of the church. A new socket will be fitted by the lecturn for this purpose.

 Church Lighting
A number of bulbs around the Church have been replaced with LED bulbs and this will continue as we replace 
“spent bulbs”in the future. Some of the “higher situated” bulbs await the contractor’s visit. We are in receipt of 
a legacy which specifically refers to completion of the lighting of the Church. The rear of the Church would 
benefit greatly from improved lighting and we await a response from installers of the present system for 
guidance in this matter.

Stained Glass Windows
Following a suggestion from the Church Estates Trust that some of the stained glass windows in the Church 
might be restored (namely the Apostles Window in the Lady Chapel and windows in the Chancel). Accordingly,
a number of companies were contacted to inspect the windows. All three companies indicated that the windows 
were structurally sound and did not merit attention at this time. It was noted that the prevailing view is to keep 
windows (despite some fading) as they were originally established and diocesan permission is very unlikely to 
be given. No further action required and Mike Coope thanked for his time and efforts in a very thorough 
investigation of the issue. 

Churchyard
Morfe Valley presently maintain our Churchyard and will continue to do so for the next three years. In addition 
to mowing, this now includes care of hedges, attention to the “avenue” of rowan trees and application of 
herbicide in the summer months. During this year the lime trees at the front and sides of the churchyard were 
pruned.



Roof Tiles
As a consequence of gusting winds (60 mph) in mid January, we lost tiles from a 2 m2 area on the North facing 
main church roof. In falling from the roof these tiles damaged the bottom tiles of the opposing roof. The damage
was repaired in February, claimed on Ecclesiastical Insurance.

Carillon
We continued to have some difficulty with the carillon, the problem appeared to be electrical rather than 
mechanical and members of the Fabric Committee having investigated the control system and substituted 
components have resolved the problem.

Organ
The following work is required for the church organ. The removal of: the existing electro-mechanical switching 
relays and multi-switches. These to be replaced with a purpose built solid state switching system. Existing 
cables from the console, and to the wind chests, to be connected to the system pin boards. Polarity of the 
existing organ actions to be altered where required to suit the replacement system. Additional work to include: 
the renewal of all manual key contacts (the pedal contacts were replaced only a few years ago, so therefore, 
need no further attention), a replacement switch mode low voltage organ power supply and installation of short 
cable runs where appropriate. This work will cost in the region of £12-14,000 and three organ building 
companies have attended to inspect and provide estimates for completion. To date two estimates have been 
received, the third is awaited.

Future work
In response to a request from the Parish for siting of votive candles in the Lady Chapel an application for the 
necessary re-ordering has been prepared for submission to the DAC and will be forwarded to them shortly. The 
request from the choir for a reading desk for choristers is also being responded to, preliminary diagrams have 
been prepared and members of the fabric committee have visited various churches for possible structures that 
might be considered.

David Challinor and Iain Coleman

April 2018



Appendix 1
MINOR WORKS 

 1. The term ‘fix’ means supply, deliver and fix. 

 2. The term ‘lay’ means supply, deliver and lay 

 3. All materials shall comply with the relevant BS. 

 4. Include all necessary labour, plant, materials and scaffolding necessary to 

complete the work. 

 5. Work is described in this specification only. A diagrammatic plan is attached 

with some work items highlighted. 

 6. The Church is orientated with the Altar at the east end, the Tower at the west. 

 7. The areas of the Church are noted as Tower, Nave, Chancel, South Aisle, 

South Porch, Outer North Aisle, Inner North Aisle and Lych Gate. 

 8. Access all roofs with suitable scaffold or crawling ladders. 

Remove broken or cracked tiles. 

Cart away debris. 

Replace tiles with matching double camber plain clay tiles. 

Tiles shall be Staffordshire blue, or Heather Brown or Sanded Red to match 

surrounding tiles. 

 

Replace tiles on the following:- 

(i) Nave, south side:- west end high level - 1 No. tile. 

(ii) Chancel, south side:- west end high level - 4 No. tiles. 

(iii) Chancel, south side:- east end high level - 1 No. tile. 

(iv) Chancel, north side:- west end - 2 No. tiles. 

(v) Porch, west side:- 2 No. tiles. 

(vi) Porch, east side:- 4 No. tiles. 

(vii) Outer North Aisle, south side:- high level – 3 No. tiles. 

(viii) Outer North Aisle, south side:- west end – 1 No. tile. 

(ix) Outer North Aisle, north side:- west end - 3 No. tiles. 



(x) Lych gate, west side:- 2 No. tiles. 

9. Access the ridge of the Chancel. 

Check bedding on ridge tiles at east and west ends. 

For contract and tender purposes, lift ridge tiles and set aside. 

Clean mortar from tiles. 

Remove old mortar bed. 

Cart away debris. 

Fix tiles on full depth and bed length using 1 part hydraulic lime to 3 parts 

sand. 

Point between tiles with approved mortar. 

Remove mortar from lower edge of tiles; leave lower edge clear. 

 10. Remove debris from valley gutter between the Inner and Outer North Aisle 

roofs. 

Cart away debris. 

Leave asphalt clear. 

11. Clear debris from the cast iron eaves gutter on the north side of the outer 

North Aisle. 

Cart away debris. 

Leave cast iron gutter and downpipes clear. 

Clear gullies on north side. 

 

12. Carefully dismantle cast iron gutter on north side of Outer North Aisle for 

length of 6m from the east end. 

Clean joints. 

Recaulk all joints and re-fix gutter. 

Fix bolts onto full caulking bed. 

Touch up decoration on joints with black hammerite. 

 13. Clear debris from lead lined gutter at head of Tower (base of Spire). 

Cart away debris. 

Leave lead clear. 

 14. Remove vegetation and top soil from joints in stone drainage channel on north 



side of Chancel from north east corner to east face of Inner North Aisle. 

Remove root growth. 

Leave clear. 

15. Access the stone string course internally in the Chancel on the north side at 

the east end. 

Drill loose section of stone and fix stainless steel spiral tie 75 long, diagonally 

into bed stone. 

Fix epoxy resin around tie. 

Point crack with epoxy resin. 

Remove any resin from face of stonework. 

 16. Access the South Aisle parapet, south west corner. 

Rake out and repoint 2 No. perpends. 

Point with approved gauged mortar. 

 17. Provide 4 No. mortar samples for approval. 

Mortar shall be used for repointing stonework or flashings. 

Mortar shall be 1 part NHL3.5 hydraulic lime to 3 parts sand. 

Provide 2 No. further mortar samples as above for pointing wider joints over 

flashings. 

The mortar mix shall be similar, but the 3 part sand should include 2 ½ parts 

sand and ½ part screed sand containing small aggregate. 

Leave for 10 days to dry. 

Leave for Architect’s approval. 

 18. Rake out mortar joints over flashings. 

Remove mortar. 

Fix additional lead wedges into flashing chases, including 2 No. lead junctions. 

Repoint with approved mortar. 

Repoint the following. 

 (i) South Aisle, north side : 1 No. length 300 long. 

(ii) Tower top, parapet gutter, north side; 2 No. lengths 450 each. 

 (iii) Tower top, parapet gutter, east side; 1 No. length 600 long. 

19. Rake out mortar flashing from Outer North Aisle south side at the west end in 



3 No. isolated lengths of 250mm each. 

Repoint with gauged mortar to underside of coping. 

20. Adjust 2 No. gutter brackets on Nave north side at east end. 

Remove existing and cart away. 

Fix 2 No. side rafter brackets to realigned gutter. 

Gutter to fall towards downpipe. 

Prepare and decorate gutter brackets with Hammerite to match gutter colour. 

 21. Adjust fall on gutter of South Nave at east end. 

Lift brackets to direct gutter fall towards downpipe. 

Touch up decoration. 

22. Remove bracket, cast iron pipes or fittings. 

Cart away. 

Fix new pipes or fittings to match existing diameter. 

Recaulk. 

Decorate pipe Hammerite to match existing. 

Fix new lower bracket on 1 No. downpipe on Chancel south side and 1 No. 

new pipe on the downpipe at the west end of the South Aisle, south side. 

23. Access the lower pinnacle on the south east corner of the spire base above the 

Tower gutter. 

Check stonework. 

Remove loose mortar and dress off. 

Lift section of loose stone and clean bed; re-fix stone with 100mm stainless 

steel spiral dowel and point with gauged mortar. 

 24. Remove broken glass pane from east side lancet window of South Porch. 

Carefully peel back lead calme. 

Fix cathedral glass diamond into window. 

Fix thin bed of glazing putty and re-fix in lead calmes. 

Ensure calmes are flat to glass surface.
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